A method of estimation of earthquake ground motion using nearby earthquake ground motion record and microtremors horizontal to vertical (H/V) Fourier spectral ratio is presented. In this formulation, an earthquake ground motion is estimated from the earthquake ground motion recorded in the nearby observation site by using the correction factors which consist of the difference correction factor between the H/V spectral ratios of the strong motion record and the microtremors at the strong motion observation site 13, the normalized microtremors H/V spectral ratio of the both sites by their peak values, and the site factor of vertical ground motions y. By using the observed microtremors and earthquake ground motions in the Miyazaki and Fukuoka Prefectures, the presented estimation method is examined. This examination demonstrates a potential capability of the presented method in the frequency range from 0.5Hz to 10Hz, especially around the predominant frequency of the site.
